
The Combat Wheelchair

M
ade with the adventurer in mind, the

Combat Wheelchair is supportive and

intuitive, designed for both daily activity

and the pressures of combat during

one's adventures. It can be specifically

tailored to its user with a variety of

intuitve upgrades, designed and

created by first-rate artificers and their disabled consultants

to ensure high-grade comfort and excellent efficiency.

Designed based on the chairs used in sports such as

wheelchair basketball and wheelchair rugby, the Combat

Wheelchair can withstand high impact and even work as a

weapon in itself, providing the user with a means of both

defence and attack.

Anyone can be an adventurer.

Versatile
The Combat Wheelchair lends itself well to both Strength

and Dexterity character builds but is also just as perfect for a

magic-user. The frame of the chair and wheels are made from

lightweight but durable materials, allowing it to be versatile

for the user.

Additionally, the Combat Wheelchair grants the user

proficiency with both Land Vehicles and Tinker's Tools.

Equipment
The Combat Wheelchair comes with 8 pieces of set

equipment:

Gloves to grant protection from friction whilst using the

push rims.

Rear Backrest Compartment attached to the backrest of

the chair and the camber bar. This acts as a backpack in

which the user can store adventuring gear.

Seatbelts which strap about the waist, knees and shins.

This holds the user in the chair correctly and prevents

them from falling out whenever the chair is struck,

thrown, or handled roughly by a creature or Spell in

combat. These belts all have clasp buckles which can be

undone by pressing their release buttons.

Rear and Caster Wheels on either side, with mounted

push rims on the two large rear wheels and a small

stabilising fifth wheel at the very back of the chair.

Tough Terrain Tyres which can easily move over any

terrain except for water (though specialised floats for the

chair can be bought from shops). These tyres come with

chains set into them to aid with grip over snowy or icy

terrain. Overall, they negate the effect of difficult terrain.

Additional Pouches and Weapon Sheaths are attached

around the frame of the chair. One of these also serves as

a waterskin holder which is attached down by the side of

the seat.

Seat Tilt Lever which sits just from under the seat. This

lever, when pressed, releases a lock mechanism that

causes the seat to tilt up so getting in and out of the chair

is easier for the user.

Adjustable Armrests which have a magically-imbued

Sensory Stone set within them so that the user can guide

the chair in directions indicated by running their hand or

fingers over it should they not be able to physically push

the chair via the push rims.

Beacon Stones
Each Combat Wheelchair comes with a pair of these

magical stones. One is set into the framework of the chair

itself and the other is a loose stone the chair's user keeps

on their person. Using this loose stone, you can think

about a location within 30ft of you in any direction that

you would like the chair to move to so long as it is within

sight. Once you have chosen the location you would like to

move to, the stones become activated and magically move

the chair to the desired location via a low-level pulse of

Transmutation Magic that causes the chair to hover up to

30ft off the ground and move up to 30ft from its starting

point.

Actions
The Combat Wheelchair can be used as a weapon in

order to make special melee attacks in much the same

way as grappling or shoving, but you are not limited to

using the chair alone. You can still use your weapons and

magic whilst in the chair to attack or, if you have an Extra

Attack or are trained in Two-Weapon Fighting, you can

make one with your weapons or magic and another with

the chair. There are three types of attacks the chair can

make.

Tyre Strike
By pivoting on one wheel and turning into the momentum,

you can strike a target creature in range with one of the

rear wheels.

Reach: 5ft range

To Hit: Strength/Dexterity modifier + proficiency

Damage: 1d6 + Strength/Dexterity modifier

(Bludgeoning Damage)

Ram
By moving 10ft in a straight line towards a Small or

Medium creature, you can bodily slam the chair into the

target creature with an intent to throw them off-balance.

Reach: 10ft range

To Hit: Strength/Dexterity modifier + proficiency

Damage: 1d6 + Strength/Dexterity modifier

(Bludgeoning Damage)

If this attack is made with the Swift Feature, the

damage on a successful hit becomes 1d8 and the target

creature must make a DC 12 Strength Save or be

knocked prone.
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Crush
If the target creature is prone on the ground, you can choose

to roll the chair over them, dealing damage.

Reach: 5ft range

To Hit: Strength/Dexterity modifer + proficiency (with

advantage)

Damage: 1d8 + Strength/Dexterity modifier (Bludgeoning

Damage)

Features
The Combat Wheelchair has three features available to you.

Swift
When moving downhill, you can choose to use gravity to your

advantage, moving up to 2x your movement speed. For

example, 30ft movement becomes 60ft movement when

downhill.

However, because of your high speed, you can't come to an

abrupt halt, you must use the Emergency Brake or your

hands to slow down,

Emergency Brake. When the chair is moving at high

speed as described above, you put a great risk to yourself if

you try and use your hands to stop suddenly. When this

happens, you can use the emergency brakes located either

side of the seat pan by the rear wheels. Using the brakes is an

Action and slows the chair down by 10ft per round.

If you choose to use your hands to stop instead, you will

take damage regardless of the gloves you wear as they are not

designed to cope with such high amounts of friction. As a

result, you are only able to slow the chair down by 5ft per

round and you take 2 (or 1d4) Force damage per 5ft moved.

Stable
Due to the chair's fifth wheel acting as a stabiliser, you have

advantage on saving throws versus being knocked prone

whilst in the chair.

If the chair does get knocked prone, you are not thrown out

due to the series of seatbelts in place. You can release these

belts at any time by pressing the buttons on the clasps.

Whilst the chair is prone, you are also considered prone

and any close range melee attacks made against you have

advantage.

You must use your full movement to get up alone when the

chair is prone, or use half movement if you are assisted by an

ally.

Attuning
When you attune to Magical Items, the effect is also shared

between you and the wheelchair when you are in the chair.

For example, Boots of Flying in accordance with the

Dungeon Master's Guide aren't designed with disabled

adventurers in mind; some disabled folks have mobility

issues where they can't support their own weight standing

unaided and will require the Combat Wheelchair. Using this

feature, when you attune to a Magical Item and are using the

chair, both you and the chair share the item's benefit. When

you get out of the chair, only you retain the benefit of the item.

Upgrades
The standard Combat Wheelchair (as it has been described

to you thus far) costs 20gp which is more expensive than a

non-combat wheelchair (typically 5gp) due to its design for

battlefield and adventuring use.

The standard model comes with all of the above

equipment, actions, and features which is usually enough for

most adventurers, but some prefer to tailor their chairs

specifically to better suit their skill set. For example, master

rogues have been known to purchase Suppression Tyres to

gain a bonus to their stealth, and fierce paladins buying

Armoured Plates to better protect themselves and their

chairs from damage. There are a variety of upgrades available

to you on your journey and they can typically be bought and

affixed to your wheelchair at any blacksmith's or forge.

Kit your Combat Wheelchair out in a way that best suits

you and what you find yourself needing whilst out

adventuring in the world!

Agile Suspension
An elaborate branching of suspension is affixed about the

camber bar, connected to the rear wheels and the seat pan to

create a chair that is more responsive to sharp and agile

movements. Whilst in the chair, you gain an advantage to

Dexterity saving throws.

Cost: 30gp

Armoured Plates
Small but heavy metal plates are attached to the frame of the

chair to better protect it and the user's lower body. You now

have disadvantage on Dexterity saving throws and Acrobatic

and Stealth checks. However, you gain a permanent +2 to AC

so long as the plates are attached to the chair and you are sat

in it.

Cost: 50gp

Floats
When activated, a compact, folded up device expands out

from underneath the wheelchair so that it and the user are

now on an inflatable raft that can support the weight of both

person and chair only. This raft can be controlled using an

oar or the optional Sensory Stone in the Equipment section.

Cost: 30gp

Razor Edges
Two sharpened blades, shaped into hoops, are mounted on

the push rims either side at a slight distance so that the user's

hand can still push the rim without injuring themselves. This

weaponised rim deals an additional 1d6 slashing damage to

your Tyre Strike attack. This weapon can also be silvered at

any blacksmith's for an additional cost.

Cost: 60gp

Suppression Tyres
The rear tyres are replaced by a set which absorb the sounds

that wheels typically make when they move across terrain

(e.g. crunching stones/gravel, etc.). Using these tyres gives you

advantage on Stealth checks.

Cost: 25gp
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Thank You to my Patrons
Adi, Anna Goldberg, Craig-Anthony Acrobati, Eric Dziver,

espiroth, J Herres, Jessica Mellors, John Phillpot, Miranda

Debenham, Nicholas Bruce, Nova Kleist, Potato Richardson,

Ren H, Sal Creber, Scratticus, Sebastian Elric, Sophia

Stenbäck, Uriah Brown, Web DM

The Creator
The Combat Wheelchair was homebrewed by Sara

Thompson, known as mustangsart on Twitter

(https://www.twitter.com/mustangsart). She is a freelance

writer for table-top role-playing games, focusing of positive

disability and chronic illness representation and content in

games. Disabled herself, Sara also works as a disability

advocate in the TTRPG community and also as a sensitivity

reader. She currently has a writing gig with

RTalsorianGames, working on the official Witcher TRPG,

and other products both on Kickstarter and soon-to-be-

published-to-DMsGuild titles. She is also the founder of

disabled streaming community Heroes Without Limits

(https://www.twitter.com/HwithoutLimits /

https://www.twitch.com/hwithoutlimits).

Sara doesn't charge for any of her disability content (all

patrons pay for early access to content that will be released to

non-patrons weeks later), wanting to make it free and

accessible to the whole community. However, you can tip her

on Ko-Fi (www.ko-fi.com/mustangsart) or become a patron on

Patreon (www.patreon.com/mustangsart) if you would like to

support her work.

If you would like to hire Sara as a sensitivity reader and/or

as a consultant, you can direct your business to the following

email: saradisabilityrepinttrpgs@gmail.com.

Disclaimer
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, D&D, Wizards of the Coast,

Forgotten Realms, Ravenloft, Eberron, the dragon

ampersand, Ravnica and all other Wizards of the Coast

product names, and their respective logos are trademarks of

Wizards of the Coast in the USA and other countries. This

work contains material that is copyright Wizards of the Coast

and/or other authors. Such material is used with permission

under the Community Content Agreement for Dungeon

Masters Guild. All other original material in this work is

copyright 2020 by Sara Thompson (mustangsart) and

published under the Community Content Agreement for

Dungeon Masters Guild.
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